
EARSC History - Part 2
As I stated in the previous blog, for the very first years of the EARSC we have copies of minutes and letters coming from ESA which provide a factual 
reference of EARSC being established. From 1990 on, no such records exist as far as I know and so we shall need to rely on my memory and hopefully 
the recollections of others to recreate EARSC in the early years. I strongly encourage anyone who is able to add to what I write or correct my faulty 
memory to comment on the blog. Collectively, we should be able to get quite close to the real history! 

I first attended an EARSC board meeting in 1990. I was asked to go by my then boss (Bill Jackson) and the then chairman (Bruce Smith). The meeting 
was on Eurosense premises in Wemmel just on the outskirts of Brussels. It proved to be a defining meeting – but not due to my presence!.

Bruce was the chairman and the board had decided to engage some help with running the Association. There were two candidates present for the job of a 
part-time secretary general. One was a young lawyer from Germany called Bocham and the other was a very familiar face, Bill Trevett who was an 
industry stalwart working then and for many years before for Hunting Technical Services in the UK. These two were in competition for the role but with very 
different propositions.

Bochem was young and ambitious but knew nothing about the sector. He asked for (and got) a stipend of 1000ecu per day. Bill was nearing retirement 
and was ready to work for almost nothing but the pleasure of being useful. He had years of experience in the sector. He explained all this to me and to the 
rest and clearly hoped for my support. But I did not have any prior experience of this group and as I knew Bill personally did not push for him in the 
discussion. Of course, I voted for him but the majority felt that the job needed a lobbyist rather than a technician and as a result Bochem was engaged with 
a contract to work 1 day per month for EARSC.

Now the finances of EARSC then were even more precarious than they have been more recently. A budget was formulated and if I recall correctly, the 
membership fees of the Association were projected to be 1000ecu. Given the EARSC statutes, these could only be voted on at the AGM which must take 
place in June in Brussels, and then are effective from the following year. Unfortunately there is no record of what the fees were initially.

So Bochem was appointed in the expectation that added value coming from him would attract further members and develop the Association.

Now we can fast forward to the next summer. Bruce wished to step down as EARSC chair and the board asked me to take over. Still very naïve, I agreed 
and so in June 1991 I became chairman of the Association. Rob Beck took over as treasurer and I believe that Raider Wirum-Bye was the vice-chair but I 
am not certain. Andre Jadot joined replacing Yves Register from Walphot I reproduce who I can recall and would appreciate any additions or corrections to 
this.

EARSC Board 1991-92

Geoff Sawyer Matra Marconi Space UK Chairman

R. Wirum-Bye Fjellanger Wideroe Norway Vice-Chair

Rob Beck DHV Netherlands Treasurer

Fred Hagman Eurosense Netherlands  

Marcello Maranesi Telespazio Italy  

Pascal Piau Alcatel France  

Andre Jadot Walphot Belgium  

Dirk Claeys Eurosense Belgium  

TBD      

So we set off into next era of EARSC with a board of 10 directors and a secretary general working 1 day a week, from Germany and a very precarious 
financial position. We'll continue the story later.
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